INTRODUCTION to the LABS at the INFIERI School

A. Savoy-Navarro, CNRS/IN2P3 & INFN-Pisa
Main statements

• The Lab sessions are an essential part of the training of this school.
• The Labs are organized by Profs and high skilled researchers from USP and from abroad (even far abroad): 50%/50%
• A total of 25 Labs have been organized for this School series covering all the topics and even more.
• A Table is available since a certain time on the School website and has been updated until 22/1.
• It contains for each Lab: the Topic/authors/Title/abstract
Main statements (cont’d)

• Each school participant will attend 10 Lab sessions
• The Lab session must not be chosen in the current activity/research where the students is involved.
• You will have to teamwork with not your usual friend.
• The Labs will be organized in the 5 different places contributing to the School: IAG, IF, IME/DCC, POLI, FM-USP

This is to give the chance to the students to get acquainted with the different places in this large Campus and know other people. Avoid ghettoisation...
Contrary to the spirit of the school
Main statements

• You will have to fill the form with the Lab series and include a cross in the 10 Labs you are interested in
• There will be a review of these requests and you will get tomorrow the list of your Labs and the dates
• Some Labs are 2 step Labs (two parts)
• You can also if you wish repeat a Lab if you were not able to fully achieve it
• You will have a form signed by the Lab organizer acknowledging you followed the Lab.
• You will be able to use this for getting credits.
Medical Labs

• 3 Medical Imaging Labs are organized at FM-USP at InRad (see presentation by Maria C. Garcia Otaduy).
• The attendants must be announced one day in advance for safety reasons. They must have their school Badge.
• No time for eating just take a sandwich.
• Medical Students are the only one if they attend the School to have the possibility to attend only a minimum of 4 Lab sessions. (Not Medical Imaging ones)